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In One Corner
For James Lineberger
I wanted to write a poem in which Billy comes over
for dinner and brings his friend Jesus H. Christ and some beer.
We are doing a crab boil and it is a hot day. The sun is a too-bright
coin that burns a hole in the flawless sky.
In this poem we’d hang
in the back yard. The big pot
flame-blackened and under it an oak fire which smells sweet
but is
invisible. The flames bleached by sunlight, the logs
shifting to get comfortable and sighing.

We drink beer and watch the pot boil. Jesus is in the
back
by the berry bush talking to my wife. Their heads are together
and he’s got his arm around her shoulders. He holds his beer
by the neck and it dangles between his fingers like a caught fish.
Billy stirs the pot with a wooden spoon. Blue crabs spin up
from the bottom, flip over, and descend again into the depths.
The aroma is pungent
decay and spice. I wonder what
the hell those two are talking about. Billy’s droning on

about this checkout
at work who needs a kidney but
can’t get on the list on account of she can’t give them a clean
piss test and should he give her his pee or maybe it’s
but how his boss caught him
and what should he do—
hell if I’m listening. I mean, look at him over there.
Jesus Christ. They’re kneeling in the garden now. Either
praying or looking at the Jap catfish in the pond. Is his hand
on her tit right now? I
’t stand it. I need another

beer. I leave Billy by the fire and grab a cold one from the fridge.
I open the freezer and stand there a while letting the frosted air
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fall all around me like the breathing of angels from heaven. I
can see them out the back door and it’s like

from those illustrated bibles in a dentist’s waiting room:
An old man standing by a cooking fire, stirring a pot, bent
over and sobbing. A man in a
robe and a woman
kneeling before him, anointing his feet with oil. I swear

if you could only see it you’d think this world a holy one.
As good as the cold air feels on my sunburned skin, I gotta go.
Billy’s let the spoon fall and he’s
into the sun like a fool.
I don’t get
there soon he’ll let them crabs spoil.
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